HEIWA

1970 Heiwa Single Shot Conversion Pachinko Machine

Copy Right Pachinko Restorations
How to set up machine for play

First close ball dump, this is to empty the balls from the machine for storage. (Lever is on the top back of the machine).

Then you will need to reset the seesaw, this is so the machine can pay out balls when you win. (Seesaw is on the lower left side of the back of the machine).
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Lastly you will need to reset the play tray ball loader, this will allow the machine to load the next ball in to the shooter when you flip the lever to fire the balls on to the playfield. You must open the chrome glass frame on the front of the machine, you do this by lifting the door release lever. (This is on the upper right of the back of the machine). Once you open the chrome glass frame door you will see a small tab sticking out on the inside of the play tray, gently push tab down and release. (Tab is about center of the inside of play tray).

To close chrome glass frame place your fingers on chrome frame and thumbs on back of wood frame, squeeze until you hear the door release lever lock back in to place.

Note: Once you load the pachinko balls in the machine, the first win ball the jack pot will not pay out as it take a win ball in a pay pocket for the jack pot mechanism to load with balls, this will only need to be done the first time you put balls in the machine. This can be done by shooting pachinko balls until you get a win or just open the chrome glass frame door and drop a pachinko ball in a pay pocket.

All setting on machine are ready for play, you will need to do this only once unless machine is move or pachinko balls remove for machine storage.
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Place lose ball basket in center of the back bottom of the machine, this is to catch the balls that have been played.

Fill the feeder tray with 200 or more pachinko balls, “keep some out for the play tray in the front of the machine”. (Feeder tray is on the top left of the back of the machine).
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Put the pachinko balls you held back from filling the feeder tray in to the play tray, 15 to 20 or how many you wanted to play with. (Play tray is the front top tray)

To shoot the pachinko balls on to the playfield place your fingers on the finger rest and your thumb on the flipper, pull the flipper down with your thumb and release. This will shoot the pachinko ball on to the playfield, and the area of the playfield you want the pachinko ball to go down is determined by how far you pull the flipper down before releasing it.
Notes